This paper presents a cutting plane algorithm for multiclass maximum margin clustering (MMC). The proposed algorithm constructs a nested sequence of successively tighter relaxations of the original MMC problem, and each optimization problem in this sequence could be efficiently solved using the constrained concave-convex procedure (CCCP). Experimental evaluations on several real world datasets show that our algorithm converges much faster than existing MMC methods with guaranteed accuracy, and can thus handle much larger datasets efficiently.
Introduction
Clustering (Duda et al., 2001; Shi & Malik, 2000; Ding et al., 2001 ) aims at dividing data into groups of similar objects, i.e. clusters. Recently, motivated by the success of large margin methods in supervised learning, (Xu et al., 2004) proposed maximum margin clustering (MMC), which borrows the idea from the support vector machine theory and aims at finding the maximum margin hyperplane which can separate the data from different classes in an unsupervised way.
Technically, what MMC does is to find a way to label the samples by running an SVM implicitly, and the SVM margin obtained would be maximized over all possible labelings (Xu et al., 2004) . However, unlike supervised large margin methods which are usually formulated as convex optimization problems, maximum margin clustering is a non-convex integer optimization problem, which is much more difficult to solve.
Several attempts have been made to solve the maxi-
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th International Conference on Machine Learning, Helsinki, Finland, 2008 . Copyright 2008 by the author(s)/owner(s). mum margin clustering problem in polynomial time. (Xu et al., 2004) and (Valizadegan & Jin, 2007) made several relaxations to the original MMC problem and reformulated it as a semi-definite programming (SDP) problem. However, even with the recent advances in interior point methods, solving SDPs is still computationally very expensive. Consequently, the algorithms can only handle very small datasets containing several hundreds of samples. More recently, Zhang et al. utilized alternating optimization techniques to solve the MMC problem (Zhang et al., 2007) , in which the maximum margin clustering result is obtained by solving a series of SVM training problems. However, there is no guarantee on how fast it can converge and the algorithm is still time demanding on large scale datasets. Moreover, the methods described above can only handle binary clustering problems (Zhao et al., 2008) , and there are significant complications to deriving an effective maximum margin clustering approach for the multiclass scenario 1 . Therefore, how to efficiently solve the multiclass MMC problem to make it capable of clustering large scale dataset is a very challenging research topic.
In this paper, we propose a cutting plane multiclass maximum margin clustering algorithm CPM3C. Specifically, the algorithm constructs a nested sequence of successively tighter relaxations of the original multiclass MMC problem, and each optimization problem in this sequence could be efficiently solved using the constrained concave-convex procedure (CCCP). Moreover, we show that the computational time of CPM3C scales roughly linearly with the dataset size. Our experimental evaluations on several real world datasets show that CPM3C performs better than existing MMC methods, both in efficiency and accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will show the CPM3C algorithm in detail, and the time complexity analysis of CPM3C will be presented in section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results on several real world datasets, followed by the conclusions in section 5.
Cutting Plane Multiclass Maximum
Margin Clustering
We will formally present the cutting plane multiclass maximum margin clustering (CPM3C ) algorithm in this section.
Multiclass Maximum Margin Clustering
Maximum margin clustering (MMC) extends the theory of support vector machine (SVM) to the unsupervised scenario. Specifically, given a point set X = {x 1 , ¢ ¢ ¢ , x n } and their labels y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) ∈ {1, . . . , k} n , SVM defines a weight vector w p for each class p ∈ {1, . . . , k} and classifies sample x by y * = arg max y∈{1,...,k} w T y x with the weight vectors obtained as follows 2 (Crammer & Singer, 2001 )
where the data samples in X are mapped into a high (possibly infinite) dimensional feature space, and by using the kernel trick, this mapping could be done implicitly. However, in those cases where kernel trick cannot be applied, it is possible to compute the coordinates of each sample in the kernel PCA basis (Schölkopf et al., 1999) according to kernel K. Therefore, throughout the rest of this paper, we use x i to denote the sample mapped by the kernel function.
Instead of finding a large margin classifier given labels on the data as in SVM, MMC targets to find a labeling that would result in a large margin classifier (Xu et al., 2004) . That is to say, if we subsequently run an SVM with the labeling obtained from MMC, the margin would be maximal among all possible labelings. multiclass MMC could be formulated as follows:
s.t. ∀i = 1, . . . , n, r = 1, . . . , k
2 Although we focus on the multiclass SVM formulation of (Crammer & Singer, 2001) , our method can be directly applied to other multiclass SVM formulations. where n i=1 ξ i is divided by n to better capture how the regularization parameter fl scales with the dataset size. Different from SVM, where the class labels are given and the only variables are (w 1 , . . . , w k ), MMC targets to find not only the optimal weight vectors, but also the optimal labeling vector y * .
Cutting Plane Algorithm
In this section, we will reformulate problem (2) to reduce the number of variables. Specifically,
where I(¢) is the indicator function and the label for sample x i is determined as
Proof. We will show that for every (w 1 , . . . , w k ) the smallest feasible n i=1 ξ i are identical for problem (2) and problem (3), and their corresponding labeling vectors are the same. For a given (w 1 , . . . , w k ), the ξ i in problem (2) can be optimized individually. According to the constraint in problem (2),
As the objective is to minimize
and we denote the corresponding class label by y (1) i . Without loss of generality, we assume the following relationship
where (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k ) is a permutation of (1, 2, . . . , k).
Similarly, for problem (3), the optimal value for ξ i is Efficient MultiClass Maximum Margin Clustering
and the class label could be calculated as
Therefore, the objective functions of both optimization problems are equivalent for any (w 1 , . . . , w k ) with the same optimal ξ i , and consequently so are their optima. Moreover, their corresponding labeling vectors y are the same. Hence, we proved that problem (2) is equivalent to problem (3). 2
By reformulating problem (2) as problem (3), the number of variables involved is reduced by n, but there are still n slack variables ξ i in problem (3). Define e p as the k £ 1 vector with only the p-th element being 1 and others 0, e 0 as the k £ 1 zero vector and e as the all one vector. To further reduce the number of variables involved in the optimization problem, we have the following theorem Theorem 2 Problem (3) can be equivalently formulated as problem (11), with ξ
. . , n; p = 1 . . . , k and each constraint c is represented as a k £ n matrix c = (c 1 , . . . , c n ).
Proof. To justify the above theorem, we will show that problem (3) and problem (11) have the same objective value and an equivalent set of constraints. Specifically, we will prove that for every (w 1 , . . . , w k ), the smallest feasible ξ and n i=1 ξ i are related by ξ = 1 n n i=1 ξ i . This means, with (w 1 , . . . , w k ) fixed, (w 1 , . . . , w k , ξ) and (w 1 , . . . , w k , ξ i ) are optimal solutions to problem (3) and (11) respectively, and they result in the same objective function value.
For any given (w 1 , . . . , w k ), the ξ i in problem (3) can be optimized individually and the optimum is achieved as
where we assume the relation in (7) holds.
Similarly for problem (11), the optimal ξ is
Since each c i are independent in Eq. (13), they can be optimized individually. Therefore,
Hence, for any (w 1 , . . . , w k ), the objective functions for problem (3) and problem (11) have the same value given the optimal ξ and ξ i . Therefore, the optima of the two optimization problems are the same. 2
Putting theorems 1 and 2 together, we could therefore solve problem (11) instead to find the same maximum margin clustering solution, with the number of variables reduced by 2n ¡ 1. Although the number of variables in problem (11) is greatly reduced, the number of constraints increases from nk to (k + 1) n . The algorithm we propose in this paper targets to find a small subset of constraints from the whole set of constraints in problem (11) that ensures a sufficiently accurate solution. Specifically, we employ an adaptation of the cutting plane algorithm (Kelley, 1960) to solve problem (11), where we construct a nested sequence of successively tighter relaxations of problem (11). Moreover, we can prove theoretically (see section 3) that we can always find a polynomially sized subset of constraints, with which the solution of the relaxed problem fulfills all constraints from problem (11) up to a precision of †. That is to say, the remaining exponential number of constraints are guaranteed to be violated by no more than †, without the need for explicitly adding them to the optimization problem (Tsochantaridis et al., 2005) . Specifically, the CPM3C algorithm keeps a subset Ω of working constraints and computes the optimal solution to problem (11) subject to the constraints in Ω. The algorithm then adds the most violated constraint in problem (11) into Ω. In this way, a successively strengthening approximation of the original MMC problem is constructed by a cutting plane that cuts off the current optimal solution from the feasible set (Kelley, 1960) . The algorithm stops when no constraint in (11) is violated by more than †. Here, the feasibility of a constraint is measured by the corresponding value of ξ, therefore, the most violated constraint is the one that results in the largest ξ. Since each constraint in problem (11) is represented by a k £ n matrix c, then we have Theorem 3 Define p * = arg max p (w T p x i ) and r * = arg max r =p * (w T r x i ) for i = 1, . . . , n, the most violated constraint could be calculated as follows
Proof. The most violated constraint is the one that would result in the largest ξ. As each c i in the constraint is independent, in order to fulfill all constraints in problem (11), the value of ξ is as follows
Since c i ∈ {e 0 , . . . , e k }, c i selects the largest element of the vector e¡w T p * x i e¡ z i +t i , which could be calculated as 1¡(w T p * x i ¡w T r * x i ). Therefore, the most violated constraint c that results in the largest ξ * could be calculated as in Eq.(14). 2
The CPM3C algorithm iteratively selects the most violated constraint under the current weight vectors and adds it into the working constraint set Ω until no violation of constraints is detected. Moreover, if a point (w 1 , . . . , w k , ξ) fulfills all constraints up to precision † ∀ci ∈ {e0, e1, . . . , e k } n , i = 1, . . . , n
then the point (w 1 , . . . , w k , ξ + †) is feasible. Furthermore, as in the objective function of problem (11), there is a single slack variable ξ that measures the clustering loss. Hence, we could simply select the stopping criterion as all samples satisfying the inequality (15). Then, the approximation accuracy † of this approximate solution is directly related to the training loss.
Enforcing the Class Balance Constraint
In 2-class maximum margin clustering, a trivially "optimal" solution is to assign all patterns to the same class, and the resultant margin will be infinite (Xu et al., 2004) . Similarly, for the multiclass scenario, a large margin can always be achieved by eliminating classes (Xu & Schuurmans, 2005) . Therefore, we add the following class balance constraints to avoid the trivially "optimal" solutions
where l ‚ 0 controls the class imbalance. Therefore, multiclass maximum margin clustering with working constraint set Ω could be formulated as follows
Before getting into details of solving problem (17), we first present the CPM3C approach in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Cutting Plane Multiclass MMC
Initialize Ω = φ repeat Solve problem (17) for (w 1 , . . . , w k ) under the current working constraint set Ω and select the most violated constraint c with Eq.(14). Set Ω = Ω ∪ {c}. until (w 1 , . . . , w k ) satisfies c up to precision †
Optimization via the CCCP
In each iteration of the CPM3C algorithm, we need to solve problem (17) to obtain the optimal classifying hyperplanes under the current working constraint set Ω. Although the objective function in (17) is convex, the constraints are not, and this makes problem (17) difficult to solve. Fortunately, the constrained concaveconvex procedure (CCCP) is just designed to solve those optimization problems with a concave-convex objective function under concave-convex constraints (Smola et al., 2005) . In the following, we will show how to utilize CCCP to solve problem (17).
The objective function in (17) and the second constraint are convex. Moreover, the first constraint is, although non-convex, the difference of two convex functions. Hence, we can solve (17) with CCCP. Notice that while
it is a non-smooth function of (w 1 , . . . , w k ). To use CCCP, we need to calculate the subgradients:
Given an initial point (w
c ip z ip in the constraint with its first order Taylor expansion at (w
(wp ¡w
By substituting the above first-order Taylor expansion into problem (11), we obtain the following quadratic programming (QP) problem:
Moreover, the dual problem of (20) is a QP problem with |Ω| + 2 variables and could be solved in polynomial time, where |Ω| denotes the total number of constraints in Ω. Putting everything together, according to the formulation of the CCCP (Smola et al., 2005) , we solve problem (17) with the approach presented in Algorithm 2, where we set the stopping criterion in CCCP as the difference between two iterations less than fi% and set fi% = 0.01, which means the current objective function is larger than 1 ¡ fi% of the objective function in last iteration, since CCCP decreases the objective function monotonically.
Theoretical Analysis
We provide the following theorem regarding the correctness of the CPM3C algorithm.
Theorem 4 For any dataset X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and any † > 0, if (w * 1 , . . . , w * k , ξ * ) is the optimal solution to problem (11) with the class balance constraint, then our CPM3C algorithm returns a point (w 1 , . . . , w k , ξ) for which (w 1 , . . . , w k , ξ + †) is feasible in problem (11) and satisfies the class balance constraint. Moreover, the corresponding objective value is better than the one corresponds to (w * 1 , . . . , w * k , ξ * ).
Based on the above theorem, † indicates how close one wants to be to the error rate of the best classifying hyperplanes and can thus be used as the stopping criterion (Joachims, 2006) .
Time Complexity Analysis
In this section, we will provide analysis on the time complexity of CPM3C. For the high-dimensional (say, d-dimensional) sparse data commonly encountered in applications like text mining and bioinformatics, we assume each sample has only s d non-zero features, i.e., s implies the sparsity, while for non-sparse data, by simply setting s = d, all our theorems still hold.
Theorem 5 Each iteration of CPM3C takes time O(snk) for a constant working set size |Ω|.
Moreover, for the binary clustering scenario, we have the following theorem Theorem 6 For any † > 0, fl > 0, and any dataset X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } with samples belonging to two different classes, the CPM3C algorithm terminates after adding at most R † 2 constraints, where R is a constant number independent of n and s.
It is true that the number of constraints can potentially explode for small values of †, however, experi-ence with CPM3C shows that relatively large values of † are sufficient without loss of clustering accuracy. Since the number of iterations in CPM3C (with k = 2) is bounded by R † 2 , a constant independent of n and s, and each iteration of the algorithm takes time O(snk) (O(sn) for the binary clustering scenario), we arrive at the following theorem Theorem 7 For any dataset X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } with n samples belonging to 2 classes and sparsity of s, and any fixed value of fl > 0 and † > 0, the CPM3C algorithm takes time O(sn) to converge.
For the multiclass scenario, experimental results shown in section 4 also demonstrate that the computational time of CPM3C scales roughly linearly with the dataset size n.
Experiments
In this section, we will validate the accuracy and efficiency of the CPM3C algorithm on several real world datasets. Moreover, we will also analyze the scaling behavior of CPM3C with the dataset size and the sensitivity of CPM3C to †, both in accuracy and efficiency. All the experiments are performed with MATLAB 7.0 on a 1.66GHZ Intel Core TM 2 Duo PC running Windows XP with 1.5GB main memory.
Datasets
We use eight datasets in our experiments, which are selected to cover a wide range of properties: Digits, Letter and Satellite from the UCI repository, MNIST 3 , 20 newsgroup 4 , WebKB 5 , Cora (McCallum et al., 2000) and RCVI (Lewis et al., 2004) . In order to compare CPM3C with other MMC algorithms which can only perform binary clustering, we choose the first two classes from Letter and Satellite. For the 20 newsgroup dataset, we choose the topic rec which contains autos, motorcycles, baseball and hockey from the version 20-news-18828. For WebKB, we select a subset consists of about 6000 web pages from computer science departments of four schools (Cornell, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin). For Cora, we select a subset containing the research paper of subfield data structure (DS), hardware and architecture (HA), machine learning (ML), operating system (OS) and programming language (PL). For RCVI, we use the data samples with the highest four topic codes (CCAT, ECAT, GCAT and MCAT) in the "Topic Codes" hierarchy in the training set. 
Comparisons and Clustering Results
Besides our CPM3C algorithm, we also implements some other competitive algorithms and present their results for comparison. Specifically, we use K-Means (KM) and Normalized Cut (NC) as baselines, and also compared with Maximum Margin Clustering (MMC) (Xu et al., 2004) , Generalized Maximum Margin Clustering (GMC) (Valizadegan & Jin, 2007) and Iterative Support Vector Regression (SVR) (Zhang et al., 2007) which all aim at clustering data with the maximum margin hyperplane. Technically, for k-means, the cluster centers are initialized randomly. For NC, the implementation is the same as in (Shi & Malik, 2000) , and the width of the Gaussian kernel is set by exhaustive search from the grid {0.1σ 0 , 0.2σ 0 , . . . , σ 0 }, where σ 0 is the range of distance between any two data points in the dataset. Moreover, for MMC and GMC, the implementation is the same as in (Xu et al., 2004; Xu & Schuurmans, 2005) and (Valizadegan & Jin, 2007) respectively. Furthermore, the implementation code for SVR is downloaded from http://www.cse.ust.hk/»twinsen and the initialization is based on k-means with randomly selected initial data centers, and the width of the Gaussian kernel is set in the same way as in NC.
In the experiments, we set the number of clusters equal to the true number of classes k for all the clustering algorithms. To assess clustering accuracy, we follow the strategy used in (Xu et al., 2004) where we first take a set of labeled data, remove the labels for all data samples and run the clustering algorithms, then we label each of the resulting clusters with the majority class according to the original training labels, and finally measure the number of correct classifications made by each clustering. Moreover, we also calculate the Rand Index (Rand, 1971) Table 4 compares the CPU-time of CPM3C with other competitive algorithms. According to the table, CPM3C is at least 18 times faster than SVR, 200 times faster than GMC. As reported in (Valizadegan & Jin, 2007) , GMC is about 100 times faster than MMC. Hence, CPM3C is still faster than MMC by about four orders of magnitude. Moreover, as the sample size increases, the CPU-time of CPM3C grows much slower than that of iterative SVR, which indicates CPM3C has much better scaling property with the sample size than SVR. Finally, CPM3C also performs much faster than conventional kmeans, which is a very appealing result. As for the Ncut method, since the calculation of the similarity matrix is very time consuming and usually takes several hours on the text datasets, we do not report the time it spends here. 4.4. Dataset size n vs. Speed
Speed of CPM3C
In the theoretical analysis section, we state that the computational time of CPM3C scales linearly with the number of samples. We present numerical demonstra- tion for this statement in figure 1 , where a log-log plot of how computational time increases with the size of the data set is shown. Specifically, lines in the log-log plot correspond to polynomial growth O(n d ), where d is the slope of the line. Figure 1 shows that the CPU-time of CPM3C scales roughly O(n), which is consistent with the statement in section 3.
† vs. Accuracy & Speed
Theorem 6 states that the total number of iterations involved in CPM3C is at most R † 2 , and this means with higher †, the algorithm might converge fast. However, as † is directly related to the training loss in CPM3C, we need to determine how small † should be to guarantee sufficient accuracy. We present in figure 2 is small enough to guarantee clustering accuracy. The log-log plot in figure 3 verifies that the CPU-time of CPM3C decreases as † increases. Moreover, the empirical scaling of roughly O( 1 † 0.5 ) is much better than O( 1 † 2 ) in the bound from theorem 6.
Conclusions
We propose the cutting plane multiclass maximum margin clustering (CPM3C) algorithm in this paper, to cluster data samples with the maximum margin hyperplane. Preliminary theoretical analysis of the algorithm is provided, where we show that the computational time of CPM3C scales linearly with the sample size n with guaranteed accuracy. Moreover, experimental evaluations on several real world datasets show that CPM3C performs better than existing MMC methods, both in efficiency and accuracy.
